Camper Name:____________________________________

Camp Timanous Uniform and Equipment List
Required Official Camp Uniform:
The campers must wear a uniform at all times – the only exception being that they may wear jeans with a camp
T-shirt. The number of each item is suggested to provide them with a week’s worth of “clean” uniforms as the
laundry is done weekly. For more details, please refer to pages 5-8 of the camper handbook.
_____6 Pairs of Timanous Shorts (at least 1 or 2 must be gray camp short with green stripe)
_____6 Timanous Short Sleeve Tee Shirts (at least 2 must be the “Ringer Tee”)
_____1 Pair Gray or Green Timanous Sweatpants
_____2 Warm Shirts (choice of Timanous Crewneck Sweatshirt, Hooded Sweatshirt, Fleece Zip-up)
_____2 Camp Timanous Green laundry bags (Our laundry company requires campers to use “official” laundry bags which
are available from Maine Camp Outfitters). Please write camper’s name on outside of bag.

The following items are necessary accessories to the camp uniform:
Please be prepared to send your camper with the type and amount of face masks that we will recommend later
in the spring, based on the most up-to-date research and guidance on appropriate COVID-19 protocols.
_____10 pair of underwear

_____2 pairs of pajamas (or appropriate sleepwear)

_____10 pairs of socks

_____1 raincoat (Mandatory)

_____1 waterproof boots or shoes

_____2 pair of sneakers

_____4 to 6 towels (please see separate note on towels)

_____2 bathing suits

_____1 pillow & 2 pillow cases

_____4 sheets for twin or cot bed (2 should be fitted)

_____3 warm blankets for single bed or a combination of blankets & quilts. Boys may not sleep in their sleeping bags
except on camping trips, but an open sleeping bag may be used as a quilt. (Wool blankets may be rented from camp)

All campers should have the following items for camping trips (most are also frequently used while at camp):
_____ 2 water bottles

_____1 flashlight

_____ Packable sleeping bag with compression stuff sack

_____Sleeping pad

_____ Dedicated water shoes (if sandals, must have straps; flip flops and slides are not appropriate for camping)
A good sleeping bag and sleeping pad are great investments in your camper’s many years of Timanous camping trips, and
are necessary for effective packing and trip comfort and safety. We do have a limited availability for rentals as needed.

The following are commonly brought to camp at discretion of camper:
_____1 Heavy sweater or warm jacket

_____Toilet kit and contents

_____Long Sleeve Camp Tee Shirt

_____Tennis racquet*

_____Jeans

_____Bug repellant (not spray)

_____Sleeping bag (may be rented from camp)

_____Nail Clippers

_____Sleeping pad (may also be rented, for camping trips)

_____Swim Goggles

_____Baseball glove*

_____Fishing Rod

_____Soccer cleats & shin guard

_____Rain Pants

_____ Lacrosse Equipment (see Camper Handbook)*

_____Flip flops / Slides / Crocs

* Sports equipment available for use at the camp but boys may want to bring their own.
Please contact us before bringing any sports equipment not listed above.
Please list other items they bring on the back

